
Commercial Outdoor Equipment

The CINDERS Q1800 Quartz Patio Heater has an extremely 
high weather-proof rating of IP65** – perfect for our UK climate.  

The Q-1800 is a medium range infrared heater, which adds a welcoming glow 
to those unloved corners of your valuable outdoor space. The instant heat 

keeps your guests comfortable and provides warmth in seconds - without gas, 
flames or condensation.

Running costs are less than 25p/hr* and the optional tripod folds away quickly 
and easily to make it the UK choice when convenience is your top priority.

This is a commercial grade unit with an impressive machined cast aluminium 
heater head. Weight is therefore kept low for stability, whilst the anodised 

finish keeps it looking good for those early or late season barbecue parties, or 
simply as an added attraction to your outdoor space.

The Q1800 comes with a wall mounting kit if needed, and the optional Tripod 
is powder coated in sleek matt black or Hi-Viz yellow according to your 

choice. Whilst the tripod isn’t designed as a permanent fixture, it scores for 
economy, strength and stability and is the sensible choice to work with our 

variable weather.

It follows the growing popularity of electric infrared 
outdoor heating and can be wall mounted, or 
delivered with a sturdy tripod for instant use.

* based on a 13.5p/Kw.hr tariff.   ** Water projected from a low pressure nozzle
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PRICE LIST AND KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

Commercial Outdoor Equipment

Heater Head Unit (Q1800)  £95.00   
Tripod (Black or Yellow)  £55.00       
Replacement Element  £20.00
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High Specification - Commercial grade housing with gold coated Quartz element to 
increase efficiency by up to 20%

Instant - No warming up time, instant heat using infra-red technology

Economical - Less than 25p per hour continuous use (on standard tariffs) therefore 
low operating costs

Efficient - Safe infra-red energy that is only absorbed by solid objects without 
wasting energy heating the surrounding air. One heater will heat over 3m square area 
and add a welcoming glow

Safe - No naked flame and the element is protected by a safety grill. Can be used 
indoors and in marquees etc. The gold coating also absorbs harmful UV radiation

Weatherproof - Tested to standard IP65, fully rainproof

Reliable - Up to 10,000 hours use from one element (replacements available)

Versatile - Can be wall mounted using supplied bracket and fixings, or mounted on 
its optional tripod for convenience

Tripod - Tripod supplied as optional extra in a discreet matt black or Hi Vis yellow. 
Heater head attached with supplied hand screw (no tools needed)

Compact - Heater head is only 51cm by 9.5cm but still delivers a powerful 1800w 
therefore is very discreet at venues such as weddings etc.

Portable - The heater head weighs only 2kg and the tripod 3.2kg making the heaters 
very light and portable. Stable tripod erected in seconds

Flex - supplied with a 4.8m flex and 13A plug. Can be plugged into a waterproof 
extension cable and it is recommended in all cases to be plugged into an RCD 
(residual current device) socket or adapter


